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Introduction to PlanSJ: The Saint John Municipal Plan (maximum 6 pages)
On January 30th 2012, after a two year process engaging thousands of Saint Johners in both official
languages, Saint John Common Council unanimously endorsed PlanSJ – the City’s first new official
Municipal Plan in 40 years. PlanSJ sets a bold new vision for the City’s future and an exciting new path
towards a more sustainable and liveable Saint John.
PlanSJ builds on a solid foundation of integrated planning including a long term Community Vision, an
Integrated Community Sustainability Plan and the City’s Strategic Plan. Beginning in 2009, Saint John
Common Council defined the new Municipal Plan to be one of its key priorities and committed the
necessary resources to recruit new City staff to lead the project and a consultant team led by Urban
Strategies Inc. to collaborate with the City to develop a leading edge Plan. On January 27th 2010, the
PlanSJ project was branded and launched, beginning the most ambitious public engagement process
ever undertaken in Saint John.
Challenging the Status quo
Saint John is Canada’s oldest incorporated city and boasts a long history as a leader in Urban Planning.
In 1922, the City was one of the first communities to adopt a “Town Planning Scheme” after New
Brunswick led the nation enacting the country’s first Provincial Planning Act in 1912. In 1917, Thomas
Adams, widely recognized as the founder of Modern City Planning, was quoted as saying “…in practical
work, town planning has advanced further in the City of Saint John than any other City in Canada”1 The
City’s 1946 Master Plan also received international acclaim for its visionary urban policies and was
selected to represent Canada at UNESCO’s conference held in Paris in 1946. In the intervening years
the City was amalgamated with surrounding municipalities and parishes and a relatively compact city of
36 square kilometers grew to an area of 316 square kilometers, almost 10 times as large. In response to
this, the City`s next Municipal Plan, prepared in 1973, planned for aggressive growth based on the
expectation that Saint John would become a nationally prominent industrial port. This growth did not
materialize yet the City did not engage in another comprehensive planning exercise for almost 40 years,
creating significant mismatches between a growth-oriented Municipal Plan and actual population decline.
Today, Saint John is a beautiful but challenged city that has been shrinking in population for many
decades while continuing to sprawl outward, resulting in more and more municipal infrastructure without
the revenue needed to sustain it. At the same time, surrounding suburban municipalities have
experienced rapid growth. This pattern has had profound impacts on the City’s structure, leaving behind
abandonment and disinvestment in the City’s urban core, while new development on the edges has
placed significant fiscal pressures on the City. Faced with one of the lowest population densities and the
highest infrastructure costs across the country, it was clear this pattern of development was not
sustainable. Common Council determined now was the time to engage the community in a new
conversation about their City’s future, advancing the practice of small city planning through a process of
innovative community engagement designed to stimulate an uncomfortable but necessary dialogue about
where the City should be going. Saint John’s innovative new Municipal Plan establishes a culture of
integrated planning across the municipality and lays the groundwork for strategic delivery of city services
and infrastructure to support the community’s vision to transform its urban heart and strengthen the City
overall.
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Addressing the Awards Criteria
Several aspects of this Plan and the process to create it distinguish Saint John’s new Municipal Plan:
Innovation & Contribution to the Profession
The City has received many calls from other municipalities and organizations to share the valuable
lessons learned throughout the PlanSJ process. Notably, PlanSJ has recently been featured in the
national Plan Canada magazine and the team has been invited to present at many national and local
conferences, including the Canadian Institute of Planners, the New Brunswick Planners Directors, the
Council for Canadian Urbanism and the Canadian Association of Municipal Administrators. PlanSJ was
also instrumental in leveraging Saint John’s successful campaign to be named one of the World’s Top
Seven Intelligent Communities for 2012 by the Intelligent Communities Forum based in New York.
One of the key innovations for this process was PlanSJ’s demonstration of the importance of a growth
management strategy even in communities not experiencing significant growth. With eighty percent of all
Canadians living in cities and increasing rates of urbanization, it is clear that cities will be the future
drivers of growth. However, lesser known is the trend occurring in Canada’s smaller cities; about 25% of
which lost population between 2001 and 2006, with this pattern occurring in smaller cities located in more
isolated regions. New urban planning models are vital to ensure Canada’s small cities will be positioned
to attract new people and investment. By 2030, net immigration will account for most if not all of
Canada’s future growth. Cities that are successful in attracting people will be successful in attracting
future investment. With many of our small cities struggling with declining and aging populations,
concentrated poverty in inner city areas, aging infrastructure in need of renewal, and expansive
geographies, there are challenges to deliver services efficiently, while remaining economically
competitive. PlanSJ provides a model for how small cities can position their communities for success
through a strategic focus on innovative urban planning, sound infrastructure investments and making the
city attractive for newcomers.
Another important innovation comes from the City’s use of a growth strategy and a fiscal impact
framework as a basis for the new Municipal Plan. The generation of a series of physical “options for
growth” and a deeper dive into the fiscal implications of these options and related patterns of
development proved instrumental in building awareness around the consequences of decades of urban
sprawl. This approach was crucial to creating support for Saint John’s significant change-of-course
towards a more sustainable and compact growth pattern that avoids future costs and leverages
investment in existing infrastructure. PlanSJ’s research analyzes the true costs of urban and rural sprawl,
drawing important connections between settlement patterns, municipal costs, and service delivery. What
this analysis revealed is the City had far more infrastructure than it could sustain and that the fiscal costs
of rural and low density suburban development patterns are undermining the success of the urban core
which was most in need of reinvestment. Some key findings are that the City maintains more road
kilometers than cities of our size across Canada, has one of the highest road maintenance costs, and has
an overabundance of recreation assets for a city of our population. Going forward, the City will evaluate
the fiscal impact of major new developments to assess the full impacts on future service cost and
municipal budgets. This approach is emerging as a best practice in Canada and to our knowledge Saint
John is the first to implement this tool in Atlantic Canada.
Methodology
To be truly successful, cities must create integrated Plans that are holistic and impactful - driven by the
community’s vision, responsive to environmental imperatives, and directing resources in a fiscally
sustainable way to effect progressive change. Saint John’s innovative new Municipal Plan positions the
city for successful implementation of the community’s transformative vision by establishing a culture of
integrated planning across the municipality; which lays the groundwork for strategic delivery of city
services and infrastructure.
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To achieve this holistic approach, the process of implementation targeted all facets of the City’s service
under the leadership of the City Manager. A City Steering Committee made up of the City Manager and
all Department Heads, City Agencies and Commissions championed PlanSJ within the organization to
ensure it is not only a blueprint for development, but a guide for the operations of the City in all areas.
Importantly, PlanSJ has become a guiding document for the City’s entire public service and will be a key
tool in supporting Council to make choices that are in the long term best interest in the City. All future
documents introduced by City staff will correspond to the directions set out in PlanSJ. Urban Planning in
the City of Saint John will no longer be understood as a stand-alone department of service, but will be a
central function of the City’s public service.
Clarity of Goals & Objectives
PlanSJ challenges traditional notions of economic development and embraces a vision for Saint John to
become a great small city where future development and investment is carefully planned to benefit the
community as a whole and to transform Saint John’s urban heart. The Growth Strategy was honest about
the levels of growth and change that could reasonably be expected so that the Plan could be focused on
the real issues: halting new suburban and rural sprawl and strategically directing most future development
and investment to enrich quality of life through reinvestment in inner city neighbourhoods. PlanSJ
represents a bold vision for Saint John rooted in a more sustainable and compact growth pattern which
will see 95% of future growth take place within a designated “Primary Development Area” and directed to
a series of urban and suburban “intensification areas” where significant new development can overcome
high levels of existing disinvestment, move the City toward more complete and efficient communities, and
where the City has already invested in municipal infrastructure and services. The Plan is urban focused
with more than 45% of future growth targeted towards the urban core which includes Saint John’s Uptown
and its challenged priority neighbourhoods. Through careful growth management and investment,
PlanSJ will result in 4500 new people living in the urban core which represents nearly half of all future
development. Over 700,000 square metres of new employment growth is directed to the urban and
suburban core of the City to foster growth of more complete and walkable communities where people can
live, work, play and learn.
PlanSJ’s compelling vision to transform Saint John goes beyond traditional land use planning.
Importantly, it tackles fundamental quality of life issues such as the city’s structure & urban design,
programming for arts, culture and recreation, linkages with transportation and improved environmental
performance. Over the long term, these will be the keys to Saint John’s success. The following
innovative urban policies set out in PlanSJ were crucial in achieving widespread community support for
the Plan:
x

A “smart growth” strategy that is conservative in its growth assumptions and directs most future
development and investment to the areas which benefit most, enriching quality of life especially in Saint
John’s challenged urban core neighbourhoods where nearly half of future development will be targeted;

x

Policies to support the protection and appropriate evolution of Saint John’s healthy neighbourhoods;

x

Protections for traditional rural communities and settings, recognizing the role these play in the community’s
health and prosperity

x

Policies supporting continued economic success through fostering growth in the knowledge and creative
sectors and well located high quality industrial lands;

x

Progressive environmental policies that promote a more sustainable ecological footprint for the City by
reducing land consumption, leveraging existing infrastructure , protecting valued natural areas and mitigating
climate change;

x

Introduction of a form based urban design framework and supportive investment strategies that will create
denser, walkable complete communities and make the city more attractive for growth;

x

Shift towards active transportation and transit to provide more sustainable choices for getting around;

x

Holistic and integrated planning to drive all future development , City investment and service delivery;
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x

Plan linked to action with a progressive monitoring program with measurable targets and accountable
results; and

x

Ongoing planning at the neighbourhood level to continue the legacy of active community engagement.

Implementation
PlanSJ commits Council to a continued legacy of City building and planning through a progressive and
regular Plan monitoring program and ongoing neighbourhood-based planning. This “whole community”
systems approach will involve strategic staging of investment in targeted neighbourhoods where planning
permissions will be coordinated with focused municipal investment and service delivery. Future
investments will shift from extending new pipes and road infrastructure to crucial quality of life
investments such as renewal of urban parks and streetscapes, and establishing a focus on enhancing
transit and active transportation infrastructure in the core of the City.
One of the primary goals of the PlanSJ process was a collaborative capacity building strategy that has
developed the skills and best practice knowledge amongst city staff, positioning the city team to
successfully carry forward the next generation of planning at the neighbourhood level.
PlanSJ, by its commitment to progressive plan monitoring and ongoing review, will ensure the Plan is
embedded in all city services and will not “sit on the shelf”. Plan monitoring goes beyond legislative
requirements and makes a commitment to annual report cards and comprehensive five year reviews.
This will be carried out in a public forum to ensure transparency, guided by a series of metrics and
accountability measures.
The Plan is already being actively translated into action:
x

The City’s 2012 Operating budget, service based planning framework and Capital budgets were established
through the lens of PlanSJ. For the first time in the City’s history, the Commissioner of Planning led the
City’s Capital Budget effort.

x

The City has implemented an organizational realignment to create a more effective operational structure to
support delivery of PlanSJ. This brings together all planning functions in the City including land use,
recreation, and transportation under one Department and establishes a senior leadership team which is
charged collectively with implementing PlanSJ across the organization’s service areas.

x

The City is also nearing completion of a Recreation Strategic Plan called PlaySJ to “right size” its parks and
recreational assets and ensure improvements are targeted to enrich quality of life for neighbourhoods
targeted for growth and investment through PlanSJ.

x

An Intergovernmental Affairs Plan is under development to support ongoing coordinated planning between
the City, adjacent municipalities, the Province and the federal government to achieve the goals of PlanSJ
including new legislative tools to support the City’s reurbanization efforts.

x

Common Council has launched a review of its Zoning Bylaw to fully implement the vision in PlanSJ and a
framework to prioritize neighbourhood plans is due to be presented to Council later this year.

Presentation
The Plan and all supporting materials were produced in a highly graphic, accessible and published format
to appeal to and be understandable by a wide audience, which was particularly important in a community
with lower literacy rates. Significant efforts were made to produce displays at each key stage in the
process that graphically demonstrated important fundamentals of the Plan as they evolved throughout the
two year process. All materials were produced in New Brunswick’s two official languages and made
available at the PlanSJ Storefront and online at www.saintjohn.ca/plansj. Three project videos were
produced by a local professional film maker to communicate to a range of audiences in diverse ways.
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Public Engagement
The PlanSJ project was driven by and organized around the various events and milestones that marked
its creative and collaborative community engagement process. PlanSJ’s transformative urban policy
represents a complete course-change for Saint John and would simply not have been possible without
such an inclusive, honest and innovative community outreach effort.
An inclusive community engagement campaign championed by Council and a citizen led Advisory
Committee invited Saint Johners to take an active role in shaping PlanSJ. A PlanSJ Storefront in Uptown
Saint John served as the hub of the PlanSJ project to bolster community engagement. The process
reached out in creative ways to the community during six key stages throughout the process: “Public
Launch”, “Opportunities and Directions”, “Choices for Growth & Change”, “Saint John’s Growth Strategy”,
“Putting the Plan on Paper” and “Up for Review: A New Municipal Plan”. Collectively these engagements
formed the foundations of Saint John’s new Municipal Plan.
During the course of the two year process to create PlanSJ, public engagement set new standards for the
City, involving thousands of Saint Johners. This reflected the team’s understanding that the dramatic
changes to be achieved through the new Plan would need to derive from and be “owned” by Saint John`s
citizens if the Plan is to have lasting success. This sustained public outreach effort moved beyond
traditional forms of engagement to actively reach out to a diverse, inclusive community. The
distinguishing features of the outreach program included:
x

a public facing Project Storefront in a high profile Uptown location where staff were on hand daily (including
Saturdays) to talk with thousands of community members about PlanSJ;

x

a targeted youth engagement involving at-risk youth and 70 students from each of Saint John’s high
schools. The team also partnered with the University to engage their student body in the process, hosting
on-campus meetings and regular communications with the Student Council;

x

a series of videos which featured the voices of Saint Johners sharing their hopes for the City and priorities
for the Municipal Plan. These were showcased at major community engagements to inspire further
participation;

x

roundtable discussions for major landowners and developers who will play a key role in carrying forward the
innovative forms of development called for in the Plan;

x

partnerships with community leaders representing business, social, and environment organizations who
helped to create awareness and ultimately advocate for the Plan amongst their networks. More than 50
community based meetings were hosted throughout the process with community groups, many of which
were held in and targeted for Saint John’s five priority neighbourhoods representing at risk communities;

x

Six interactive city-wide workshops and open houses were held at each milestone stage of the project.
These were designed to provide opportunities for children and youth to participate acknowledging that this
is a plan for the next generation.

x

Council leadership with regular Council workshops, endorsements throughout the process including
Council’s adoption of the growth strategy framework midway through the process as the framework for the
Plan. Regular dialogue also took place with the Province and surrounding municipalities throughout the
process;

x

Extensive communications including regular Newsletters, Engagement reports, Information Displays for the
Storefront and local Community Centres, extensive use of the PlanSJ website www.saintjohn.ca/plansj, a
PlanSJ email, and social media through use of Facebook and Twitter.

Sustainability
PlanSJ built directly upon the foundation established by Saint John’s Integrated Community Sustainability
Plan which recognizes that “being sustainable is more than protecting the natural environment; it also
means increasing efficiency, building social and cultural capacity”. PlanSJ represents a bold vision for
Saint John rooted in a more sustainable and compact growth pattern which leverages existing
infrastructure and directs investment in places that benefit most. The Plan also promotes more
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sustainable transportation systems, protects natural and rural areas, watersheds, parks and floodplains
and moving forward, PlanSJ advocates the City take on a more active role in monitoring environmental
performance, mitigating climate change and supporting local food production.
Outcomes of the Plan
PlanSJ has captured the imagination of Saint Johners, instilling renewed optimism and confidence in a
community that has struggled with decline. It demonstrates the power of a plan in positioning a city for
transformative and positive change. The tremendous community support for the Plan was validated
through a statistically representative citizen survey conducted in the fall of 2011 to seek citizen feedback
on the delivery of municipal services. It found that nearly 60% of survey respondents supported the
directions of PlanSJ. Notably, letters of endorsement were received from many community leaders and
organizations representing economic, social, and environmental interests (samples of these are
appended to this package as supporting materials). The impact of PlanSJ has been far reaching;
according to one citizen participant “PlanSJ was not just a municipal planning exercise, it was our
moment in time where we stood together and set a course for a city that would guide it into the future.
When it comes down to it, there are no physical limitations to what we can accomplish here, the only
limitations we see before us are those we have built for ourselves, and the time has come to stop building
limits and start building a city”.
Recent census data released by Statistics Canada revealed that the trend towards urbanization is
beginning in Saint John; between 2006-2011 the data tracks the first positive growth in population since
the 1960s. A bold and community driven plan will position Saint John to maximize the benefits of these
trends to ensure future growth strengthens the community as a whole.
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